
What is workfare?
People being forced to work for free for 
up to 6 months with no guarantee of a 
job afterwards.

Does workfare help the 
unemployed?
The more workfare placements that are 
created, the fewer paid jobs there are. 
The government's own statistics show 
less than 4% of people on its 'Work 

Programme ' got a job, many more would have found work just being left alone!

What if I have a job already?
Workfare means bosses can lay-off paid staff or reduce their hours and overtime. 
It drives down the conditions of all workers, not just those forced onto it 

Doesn't Workfare save us money?
No, it is hugely expensive.  Just one  of the government's five schemes, the 'work 
programme' costs more than the entire yearly bill for job seekers claims! Much of 
the money goes straight to the corrupt bosses of the firms managing the schemes.

Don't charities need volunteers?
They need just that, volunteers and there is nothing voluntary about workfare! 
Many charities have already signed up to the 'Keep Volunteering Voluntary' 
pledge. They are refusing to allow their names to be used to give workfare a 
'friendly' appearance and are instead taking a stand against its exploitation. 

How can we stop it? 
A massive campaign of protests, direct action and public complaints has already 
scored victories, causing many companies to abandon workfare. We need to 
continue exposing those that use workfare and keep the pressure up!

One piece of a larger puzzle
This is just one of many attacks on our communities by the government and big 
business. Together we can fight back and create a society that meets our needs, 
rather than serving the interests of the rich and powerful. 

To get involved contact Bristol Anarchist Federation

 bristol@afed.org.uk http://bristol.afed.org.uk

@BristolAFed facebook.com/bristolafed
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